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Workshop brief:
Causal Inferencing with Observational Data for Evidence-based Pedagogy: Adopting
AI to Education
Imagine a research engine that, by itself, strives for significant results for your research
questions. Recent advances in Observational Study and Causal Modelling techniques avail
such a research engine for a novice researcher as well as a seasoned researcher. The engine's
research outcomes are formal, rigorous and readily replicable. The engine allows new
research questions to be posed even while the data is being collected. It empowers the
researcher to dictate the level of rigour in the study and to scale up or down the scope of the
study, at will. A single, ongoing study may yield several publications as long as data
continues to flow into the engine. Intrigued!? Come attend this hands-on workshop and take
home your own autonomous research engine. Visit http://learninganalytics.ca/research/t4e2019-workshop/ for more details.

